






Certifications: Associations:

SISTEMA DI GESTIONE
CERTIFICATO

CO²
Cylinder
Rechargeable
0,640 Kg.

Cabinet
Built entirely in stainless steel, with a wider 
base so as to increase stability and with an 
inner bracket for mounting filters and the 
CO² cylinder.

Cup Holder
The innovative drip tray which adapts to 
the height of the glass - bringing it closer 
to the point of delivery - avoids unwanted 
splashes. A drip tray with direct waste 
discharge is available upon request.

The quality of our water-coolers has 
been certified and awarded by the most 
important international certification 
bodies in the sector. A further 
guarantee for those who buy them and 
those who use them, and a source of 
pride for us as we reach for maximum 
results by focusing on avant-garde 
technology, design and ecology. 

Accessories

Pressure
reducers
CO² pressure reducer
for refillable or single-use
cylinder, water block,
water pressure reducer.

Purifies the water making it 
crystal-clear, removing odour and 
taste impurities. It totally eradicates 
any impurity with a size of 0.5 
microns, eliminates all odours and  
unwanted tastes such as chlorine, 
asbestos fibres and number of 
microorganisms including crypto-
sporidium (capacity 4000lt.).

Active carbon filter
(stored inside)

Sanitizing products
Sanitizing and clearing products
for the plants.

nano
silver
pipe

UV
out

UV filtration in line (12W)
In line UV light (installed outside).

Nano Silver pipe
Stainless steel tube AISI 316L with an 
innovative nanotechnology-based SILVER 
ion treatment on the surface. Silver is 
naturally  bacterio-static and so reduces 
bacterial growth in the pipe. The surface 
treated with these nano particles is much 
more compact and smooth: this prevents 
the formation of deposits, biofilm or 
bacterial colonies and because the water 
flows better through the tube, also 
reduces dripping at the end of dispensing.

UVC  lamp
at exit  (4W)
A UV light at the end 
of every tap.
As demonstrated by 
numerous studies, UV 
light acts as a strong 
steriliser therefore 
preventing the growth 
of bacteria.

Cool , yes we are.
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